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Executive Summary 

 This document presents the result of investigating a way to reliably determine cosmic induced 

backgrounds for ultra-low background materials. In particular, it focuses on those radioisotopes produced 

by the interactions with cosmic ray particles in the detector materials that act as a background for 

experiments looking for neutrinoless double beta decay. This investigation is motivated by the desire to 

determine background contributions from cosmic ray activation of the electroformed copper that is being 

used in the construction of the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR.  The most important radioisotope produced 

in copper that contributes to the background budget is 
60

Co, which has the potential to deposit energy in 

the region of interest of this experiment. Cobalt-60 is produced via cosmic ray neutron collisions in the 

copper. This investigation aims to provide a method for determining whether or not the copper has been 

exposed to cosmic radiation beyond the threshold which the Majorana Project has established as the 

maximum exposure. This threshold is set by the Project as the expected contribution of this source of 

background to the overall background budget.  

 One way to estimate cosmic ray neutron exposure of materials on the surface of the Earth is to relate 

it to the cosmic ray muon exposure. Muons are minimum-ionizing particles and the available technologies 

to detect muons are easier to implement than those to detect neutrons. We present the results of using a 

portable, ruggedized muon detector, the µ-Witness made by our research group, for determination of 

muon exposure of materials for the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR. From the muon flux measurement, this 

report presents a method to estimate equivalent sea-level exposure, and then infer the neutron exposure of 

the tracked material and thus the cosmogenic activation of the copper. 

 This report combines measurements of the muon flux taken by the µ-Witness detector with Geant4 

simulations in order to assure our understanding of the µ-Witness prototype.  As a proof of concept, we 

present the results of using this detector with electroformed copper during its transport from Pacific 

Northwest National Laboratory, where the copper is grown, to the underground lab in Lead, South 

Dakota, where the experiment is being deployed. The development of a code to be used with the 

Majorana parts tracking database, designed to aid in estimating the cosmogenic activation, is also 

presented.  





 

v 

Acronyms and Abbreviations 

0νββ   Neutrinoless double-beta decay 

 

Geant4     Geometry and Transport 4 

 

GERDA    European 
76

Ge Experiment 

 

HPGe     High-purity germanium 

 

MJD     MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR 

 

mwe     meters water equivalent 

 

PNNL     Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

 

SURF     Sanford Underground Research Facility 

 

µ-Witness    Muon Witness Detector
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1.0 Introduction 

 The question as to whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles has not yet been answered. The 

MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR (MJD) is designed to explore whether an experimental search for 

neutrinoless double beta decay based on an array of enriched germanium (Ge) detectors inside a copper 

cryostats has the performance parameters, in particular sufficiently low backgrounds, required to pursue a 

next generation tonne scale experiment. Figure 1 shows a rendering of one of the MJD modules. The 

MJD experiment will use two of these modules to reach a total germanium mass of 60 kg of Ge. The 

module features ultra-low background building materials for all parts that will be placed inside the 

radiation shield. In particular, all the parts rendered in orange will be made of electroformed copper. The 

residual uranium-chain, thorium-chain, and cosmogenic radionuclide concentration levels in this material 

are a critical factor for the success of the MJD ultimate goal to reach background rates of 3 counts/ton-

year (after analysis cuts) in a 4 keV region of interest (ROI) around 2039 keV. 

 

Figure 1: A computer rendering of an MJD module (shield not shown). 

Cosmic-ray particles are a direct and immediate background in radiation detection based experiments 

located on the Earth’s surface. To avoid this direct background, experiments are placed in deep 

underground labs that shield against a significant fraction of the cosmic-ray flux. However, cosmic rays 

(primarily neutrons and protons) can generate radioisotopes with long half-lives in the materials of the 

experiment, thus creating a background source from cosmic-ray exposure of parts fabricated on the 

Earth’s surface. These radioisotopes are produced via collisions of the hadronic components of the cosmic 

ray shower. In particular the hadronic components have an estimated integral flux of 120 1/(m
2
·
 
s) for 

neutrons, and 3.8 1/(m
2
·
 
s) for protons at the Earth's surface at sea-level [Grieder 2001]. The MJD 

experiment will utilize high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors housed in electroformed copper 

cryostats, both of which are susceptible to cosmogenic activation, with product radioisotopes that undergo 
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radioactive decay with the potential to deposit energy in the region of interest of the experiment. Figure 2 

shows one of the electroformed copper parts of the MJD. This particular part will become the 

thermosyphon pipe, part of the cryogenic system of the MJD. This part was electroformed at Pacific 

Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), so it will undergo cosmogenic activation during handling and 

transportation while on the Earth’s surface. One aspect of the project is to ensure that the activation of this 

part (and others like it) are below the allowed limits contained in the background budget of the MJD. 

 

Figure 2: Electroformed copper part that will become part of the MJD module. 

Although cosmic-ray particles are capable of forming multiple radionuclides within germanium and 

copper, the one of greatest interest for this study is 
60

Co, which decays in the energy region of interest for 

Ge neutrinoless double-beta decay [Laubenstein and Heusser 2009].  For this reason, it is essential to 

minimize the exposure of the Ge and electroformed copper to cosmic radiation in order to preserve the 

integrity of future results from the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR.  This research focuses on estimating the 

activation of 
60

Co within electroformed copper to provide an input to the cosmogenic background 

estimation for the Majorana Project. 

 Cosmogenic activation is typically caused by direct reactions, spallation or capture; in the case of the 

activation of copper, the means of production is probably direct reactions plus spallation at higher 

energies.  Cobalt-60 is produced in copper when a neutron reacts with a 
63

Cu nucleus and emits an alpha 

particle.  A plot of the cross section versus incident energy of this process can be seen in Figure 3, which 

peaks at approximately 13 MeV. Note that the data ends at 20 MeV, due to the limited energy rage of 

generation of neutrons in reactors where this data is acquired.  The production rate of 
60

Co in copper due 

to cosmogenic activation at sea level was determined to be approximately 86.4 ± 7.8 nuclei(kg·day)
-1

 

(about 1 ± 0.1 mBq·kg
-1

) [Laubenstein and Heusser 2009].   
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Figure 3: A plot of the Cross Section vs Incident Energy for the production of 
60

Co from 
63

Cu, from 

Evaluated Nuclear Data Files. 
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2.0 The μ-Witness detector 

 

 A muon detector, known as the μ-Witness, was designed and built in order to monitor the cosmic ray 

exposure that materials receive when they are above ground.  One key to accurately predicting the sea-

level equivalent exposure using the μ-Witness detector was determining the detector's efficiency for 

muons.  The methods of determining the efficiency relied on two methods, direct measurements and 

simulations.  Measurements taken with the μ-Witness detector were compared to simulations of particles 

through the detector using a simulation tool developed by [Aguayo et al. 2010].  This simulation package 

includes a Geant4 toolkit, combined with the CRY library [Hagmann, 2008] and ROOT [Brun 1996] data 

analysis tool. 

 The μ-Witness detector consists of two 17.5 x 15 x 4 cm
3
 polyvinyl-toluene (PVT) panels set up in 

electronic coincidence within a ruggedized case (30 x 20 x 15 cm
3
).  The two panels are 8 cm apart, 

parallel with one above the other, and with a 0.635 cm lead sheet placed between them to reduce gamma 

ray and beta ray coincidences.  This ruggedized detector was specifically designed to travel alongside 

materials for the Majorana Project that are susceptible to cosmogenic activation, primarily the 

electroformed copper and the HPGe materials and detectors. 

2.1 μ-Witness Monte-Carlo simulation 

Determining the efficiency of the μ-Witness detector to muons was a major aim for running 

simulations of the detector with the same dimensions and geometry as the actual μ-Witness in Geant4 

utilizing the CRY library and ROOT analysis tool.  A larger muon counter (to reduce systematic errors 

due to active surface area) was used to compare results with the μ-Witness. The larger muon monitor is 

composed of two large sensitive area panels (81 x 92.5 x 5 cm
3
). These panels are 4 cm thick and were 

placed normal to the azimuthal angle, one on top of the other. There were a total of six simulation runs 

conducted, each with 100,000 muons generated.  The first run was the default setting for Geant4, and the 

next five used seed numbers selected using a random number generator for integers between 0 and 1000 

[Wolfram|Alpha 2012].  The efficiencies from the results of these runs can be seen in Table 1. 

Simulation 

Seed 

Efficiency 

μ-Witness 

(Sea-level) 

Efficiency 

Large Panels  

Efficiency μ-Witness Relative to 

Large Panels 

Efficiency μ-Witness 

(2100 m elevation) 

121 725 0.430 0.906 0.474 0.375 

201 882 0.400 0.906 0.437 0.444 

552 269 0.431 0.906 0.476 0.427 

651 733 0.445 0.910 0.490 0.395 

792 111 0.416 0.905 0.460 0.449 

Default 0.414 0.908 0.455 0.417 

Average 0.422 ± 0.03 0.907 ± 0.01 0.465 ±0.03 0.418 ± 0.03 

Table 1: The efficiencies determined by simulation of the μ-Witness detector and the large panels with 

100,000 muons generated. 
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Muons were produced 0.5 m away from the top panel, directed with the correct cosmic ray angular 

distribution, and were generated in an area of a 3 × 3 m
2
.  The simulations took place at sea level, with the 

exception of the μ-Witness Elevation simulations, which took place at 2100 m above sea level.  The 

efficiency was taken to be the efficiency of muons to generate a coincident count, and was thus given by 

the equation, 

 

where NCoincidence is the number of muons which traveled through both detectors, and NTotal is the total 

number of muons which went through at least one detector.  The μ-Witness Relative to Elevation column 

lists the change in the efficiency of the μ-Witness going from an elevation 0 m to 2100 m.  This was done 

in order to determine if the efficiency was dependent upon elevation. 

2.2 μ-Witness calibration 

 A previous study investigated the accuracy of the μ-Witness detector by comparing direct 

measurements with the detector to measurements with larger PVT panels stacked on top of each other 

[Aguayo et al. 2012].  The relative efficiency of the μ-Witness detector was determined to be 60 ± 3% 

in that study.   This work looks into the efficiency of the μ-Witness based upon the expected muon flux 

at PNNL, as well as based upon geometric limitations of the detector due to the separation between the 

panels and the anisotropic background of muons at sea-level. 

 The expected muon background on site at PNNL was determined using equations from [Ziegler 

1998].  Ziegler presented an approximation, 

 

where I1 is the flux at altitude A1, converted to terms of pressure,  I2 is the flux at A2, and L is the mean 

attenuation length of muons.  New York City was selected as the datum flux in [Ziegler 1998], and so we 

have selected New York City as a reference as well; Ziegler reports a theoretical calculation of the muon 

flux in New York City (sea level) to be 207 m
-2

∙s
-1

.  Using this for I2, 261 g/cm
2
 for L, and calculating A1 

and A2 using the equation, 

 

where A is in g/cm
2
 and H is 0 m for New York City, and 116 m for PNNL. 

 Using I1 and A1 to correspond to PNNL and I2 and A2 to correspond to New York City, the muon flux 

at PNNL was calculated to be 1.04 times greater than that of New York City.  The expected muon flux at 

PNNL was thus determined to be 217 m
-2

∙s
-1

. The μ-Witness measurements correspond to a muon 

background at PNNL of 236 ± 17.4 m
-2

∙s
-1

, after taking the efficiency as determined in simulations into 

account.  This estimate is nearly consistent with the expected background of 217 m
-2

∙s
-1

. More work needs 

to be done in order to determine an associated error with calculations of the expected background flux at 

specific sites. 
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 The μ-Witness detector collected a variety of measurements at PNNL, inside, outside, and in the 

shallow underground lab, which has a depth of ~30 meters water equivalent (mwe).  The μ-Witness count 

rate was 2.51 ± 0.04 muons/s, 2.61 ± 0.05 muons/s, and 0.40 ± 0.01 muons/s inside, outside and in the 

underground lab, respectively. These rates scale with area to the previously discussed rates.  Indoor 

measurements were expected to be lower than outdoors, as the laboratory overhead serves as overburden, 

and was estimated to be about 2 mwe, as seen in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: A plot of the μ-Witness count rate vs. mwe; the mwe was estimated based upon a linear fit. 
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3.0  First experimental result: copper activation estimation 
during travel to South Dakota 

 Electroformed copper to be used in the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR was shipped from PNNL to the 

site of the experiment, the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in Lead, South Dakota in June 

2012.  The μ-Witness detector was attached to one of the steel drums containing the copper as seen in 

Figure 5.  By doing so, it would be possible to determine the integral count rate of muons during shipment 

and then calculate the copper's exposure relative to sea level.  

 

Figure 5: The μ-Witness detector attached to one of the steel drums used to transport the electroformed 

copper during shipment from PNNL to SURF. 

 The integral count rate can be used in calculating the sea-level equivalent exposure by using the 

equation, 

 

where ICR is the integral count rate, 170 μ∙m
-2

·s
-1

 is the approximate muon background at sea level 

[Grieder 2001], 0.02625 m
2 
 is the area of the detector, and Efficiency is the efficiency of the μ-Witness to 

muons, which is a focus of this study. 
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3.1 Background rate estimation from equivalent sea-level exposure 

 The MJD experiment’s goal is to demonstrate a background level of no more than 3 counts/ton-year 

(after analysis cuts) in a 4 keV region of interest (ROI) around 2039 keV. When extrapolated to the 1-ton 

experiment, this corresponds to a background of no more than 1 count/ton-year in the 4 keV ROI. Table 2 

shows the allowed background contribution from 
60

Co from all the copper in the detector to the total 

background budget. All ROI contributions are in counts per ton per year. Total ROI expected count rate 

from all sources of background will be 20.6 counts before analysis cuts, which will decrease to 2.9 after 

analysis cuts. [Gehman, 2010]. 

 

Background Before cuts (c/ROI/t/y)  After cuts (c/ROI/t/y) 

60
Co in Cu  0.001716  0.0000099 

Table 2: Background rates from cosmogenic produced Co60 allowed for the MJD. (Extracted from MJD 

background budget [Gehman, 2010]) 

Component  Mass 

Detector Mounts 6.8 kg 

Cold plate 15.6 kg 

Cryostat 124.5 kg 

Inner copper shield 594 kg 

Table 3: Copper mass of the different parts of the MJD module inside the shield.  

The background rate induced by the cosmogenic 
60

Co activity (in units of c/ROI/t/y) of the copper can be 

calculated using the equation [Gehman, 2008]:   

 

Where 

 εROI x εGranularity = 5.8 x 10
-6

 c/ROI/decay (
60

Co in supports efficiency from the Demonstrator 

Backgrounds spreadsheet)  

 εElectroforming = 10
-6

 (fraction of 
60

Co remaining in bulk copper after electroforming)  

 εPSA = 0.17, eSSTC = 1.0 (
60

Co in supports efficiency from the Demonstrator Backgrounds 

spreadsheet)  

 P = Production rate = 86.4 ± 7.8 (kg·day)
-1

 (about 1 ± 0.1 mBq·kg
-1

) [Heusser 1994 and/or 

Laubenstein and Heusser 2009].   

 tSurface = Sea-level equivalent time on surface. 

 MCu = Copper mass 

 MGe = 0.06 tonnes (One cryostat) 

http://mjwiki.npl.washington.edu/bin/viewfile/Majorana/CoCuDetMount?rev=1;filename=RateEqn.png
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 tStart = 100 days (time underground BEFORE the experiment starts--this is essentially a cool-down 

time)  

 tExp = 3 years  

 τ = 
60

Co lifetime = 7.6 years (T1/2 = 5.3 years)  

 
Using the previous equation and the different masses for the parts in the MJD module, one can infer the 

expected background rate from each of the parts as a function of sea level equivalent exposure days. Such 

a calculation result is presented in Figure 6. This is a worst case scenario, since the efficiencies (Pulse 

shape analysis, single site time correlation) used to calculate these backgrounds are all the same and these 

efficiencies were calculated for the detector mount parts, which are the closest parts to the detector mass. 

 

 

Figure 6: Background rate estimation as a function of exposure time. 

The left most vertical dashed line in the figure represents the equivalent exposure time assuming a trip 

with no delays or stops, straight from PNNL to Lead, SD. The vertical line to the right represents the 

exposure using actual tracking information for a copper mandrel shipped in June 2012. Notice that the 

exposure time for the June 2012 shipping packages was up to a factor of 4 higher due to stops and delays 

(particularly a several day delay in Denver, at very high elevation). The equivalent sea-level exposure is 

dominated by the time that the material spends at different altitudes.  
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3.2 The parts tracking database 

Keeping detailed records of each part that makes up the MJD detector is an essential requisite for 

calculating each background contribution. This database will store records of every part and its location, 

route and responsible party, among other information. For this purpose, a database was created by Kyle 

Snavely (University of North Carolina) that uses CouchDB, a NoSQL framework that uses JSON 

documents and javascript queries.  Data from the database could be accessed in a variety of ways—for 

convenience and portability, the couchdb4j library for the Java programming language was chosen for 

this purpose. An example query response from to consult transportation records from the database and 

parsing their information is given below: 

sent from : UNC,North Carolina on 8/17/2011 19:53 arrived at  LBNL,California on 8/22/2011 23:12 

sent from : UNC,North Carolina on 9/06/2011 14:34 arrived at  PNNL,Washington on 09/12/2011 

sent from : UNC,North Carolina on 9/08/2011 20:39 arrived at  PNNL,Washington on 09/12/2011 

Below is an example of a transportation record from the Database: 

_id transportation333334_rev 31-148065773b2e1ba0bcfe0f5d6c99bd5e 

destination 

recipient: J. Fast 

location: pnnl 

received_date 09/12/2011- 
history_type transportation  

origin 

sender: C. Royal 

location: unc_room_02 

send_date: 9/06/2011-14:34 
parent_docs 

0 

serial_number 

P333W 
1 

serial_number 

P333X 

2 

serial_number 

P333Y 
3 

serial_number 

P3343 
4 

serial_number 
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P3344 

5 

serial_number 

P3346 
record_type history_record  

route_info FedEx – 1658259595  

serial_number transportation333334  

shipping_method Ground  

status finished  

transporter FedEx Freight 

 

3.3 Background estimation tool for the parts tracking database 

This estimation of equivalent sea level exposure during transportation relies on the known relationship 

between elevation and cosmic-ray flux—specifically since the cosmic ray flux increases exponentially at 

higher elevations.  The tool finds the most likely route between the given locations using Google Maps, 

and samples the elevations along that route.  It then integrates the exposure rate over that route to find the 

total.  The equation for exposure rate used was: 

 

This expression was taken from an excel spreadsheet that previously estimated exposure along routes. 

Due to the methods used, these are upper limits.  

From To Exposure time (Hours sea level 

equivalent) 

Rapid City, SD PNNL, WA 99.7 

Denver, CO Rapid City, SD 32.6 

Boise, ID Denver, CO 105.3 

Hermiston, OR Boise, ID 12.4 

Pasco, WA Hermiston, OR 1.0 

PNNL, WA Pasco, WA 0.45 

Rapid City, SD Sanford, SD 3.3 

PNNL, WA UNC, NC 159.2 

UNC, NC LBNL, CA 133.0 

Table 4: Sea-level equivalent exposure of different routes of interest for Majorana 
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4.0 Conclusions 

 The problem of cosmogenic activation during transport of ultra-low background detector building 

materials is presented in this report. A muon monitor capable of aiding in the estimation of such 

contamination is described, and the process of doing such estimation from its measurements is detailed. 

The use of databases to log the routing of the different parts is also a tool that can help tremendously in 

tracking the activation of such parts. The muon monitor efficiency is calculated using Monte-Carlo 

simulations and the result is within 3% from the measured efficiency of this detector. A software tool to 

estimate activation has been developed and will be used for activation monitoring in the MAJORANA 

DEMONSTRATOR experiment.  
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Appendix A: Background estimation tool code 

 

import java.util.Scanner; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.net.URL; 

import java.net.MalformedURLException; 

import java.io.InputStream; 

public class Exposure { 

    /*Change these values to pick a different route*/ 

    public static String origin="PNNL,WA"; 

    public static String destination="Rapid_City,SD"; 

    //5000 feet = 1524 meters 

    //using formula: exposure rate =  5^(alt/1524)  

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

 ArrayList<RouteLeg> legList = getDrivingRoute(origin,destination); 

 double exposureSum=0; 

 ArrayList<Double> altitudeList; 

 for(int i=0;i<legList.size();i++) { 

  altitudeList = getSampledAltitudes(legList.get(i).startLat,legList.get(i).startLng, 

legList.get(i).stopLat,legList.get(i).stopLng,legList.get(i).timeHours); 

     exposureSum+= advancedMethod(altitudeList,legList.get(i).timeHours); 

     System.out.println("exposure sum is " + exposureSum); 

 } 

 System.out.println(exposureSum);        

    } 

   /*Small inner class defined to make storing information easier*/ 

    public static class RouteLeg{ 

 public String polyLine; 

 public double timeHours; 

 public String startLat; 

 public String startLng; 

 public String stopLat; 

 public String stopLng; 

 //takes the time value in seconds, converts to hours 

 public RouteLeg(String line, double time, String lat1,  

   String lng1, String lat2, String lng2){ 

     polyLine = line; 

     timeHours = time/3600; 

     startLat = lat1; 

     startLng = lng1; 

     stopLat = lat2; 

     stopLng = lng2; 

 } 

    } 

   /* Most basic method for approximately calculating equivalent sea level  

     * exposure between two points.  

     * Assume altitude is a flat line  equal to the average of the two points 
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     * altitude is in meters, time is in hours 

     */ 

    public static double methodOne(double startAlt, double endAlt, 

       double time) { 

 double averageAlt = (startAlt + endAlt)/ 2; 

 

 double rate = Math.pow(5,averageAlt/1524); 

 return rate*time; 

    } 

    /* uses in depth real altitudes data sampled from the route.  Assumes the  

     * speed is constant.  Calls either method 1 or method 2 on each individual 

     * segment and sums the result 

     */ 

    public static double advancedMethod(ArrayList<Double> altitudes,  

     double time) { 

 double timeSegment = time / (altitudes.size()-1); 

 double exposureSum = 0; 

 for(int i = 0;i < (altitudes.size() - 1);i++) { 

     //System.out.println("time segment is " + timeSegment); 

     exposureSum += methodOne(altitudes.get(i),altitudes.get(i+1),timeSegment); 

 } 

 return exposureSum; 

    } 

   /*Gets a driving route from the google maps API*/ 

    /*returns a list of RouteLeg objects*/ 

    public static ArrayList<RouteLeg> getDrivingRoute(String start, String stop) { 

 String baseURL = "http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/directions/json?"; 

 String origin = "origin=" + start; 

 String destination = "&destination=" + stop; 

 String endOfURL = "&units=metric&sensor=false"; 

 try{ 

 URL myURL = new URL(baseURL + origin + destination + endOfURL); 

 InputStream streamBuffer = myURL.openStream(); 

 return convertStreamToRouteArray(streamBuffer); 

 }catch(Exception e) { 

     System.out.println(e); 

     return null; 

 } 

 

    } 

 

    /*Expects the Google JSON Driving Directions output to be a text stream*/ 

    /*This is severely hacked together, but it works*/ 

    public static ArrayList<RouteLeg> convertStreamToRouteArray(java.io.InputStream is) { 

  

 try { 

     /*Convert the entire input stream to a large string*/ 

     String streamAsString = new Scanner(is).useDelimiter("\\A").next(); 

     //System.out.println("Stream size is " + streamAsString.length()); 

     String polyline = null; 

     String temp; 
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     String lat1=null, lat2=null, lng1=null, lng2=null; 

     double timeSeconds = -1; 

     Scanner stringScan = new Scanner(streamAsString); 

     ArrayList<RouteLeg> list = new ArrayList<RouteLeg>(); 

      

     /*skip forward past stuff we don't care about*/ 

     while(stringScan.hasNext()){ 

  if(stringScan.next().equals("\"steps\"")) { 

      break; 

  } 

     } 

      

     /*parse the output*/ 

     while(stringScan.hasNext()) { 

  temp = stringScan.next(); 

  if(temp.equals("\"duration\"")) { 

      //get rid of useless data 

      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

 

      //get the time in seconds 

      timeSeconds = stringScan.nextDouble(); 

  } 

 

  else if(temp.equals("\"start_location\"")) { 

      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      lat1 = stringScan.next(); 

      //remove the comma 

      lat1 = lat1.substring(0,lat1.length()-1); 

      

 

      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      lng1 = stringScan.next(); 

 

      System.out.println(timeSeconds); 

      list.add(new RouteLeg(polyline,timeSeconds,lat1,lng1, 

       lat2,lng2)); 

  } 

  else if(temp.equals("\"end_location\"")) { 

      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      lat2 = stringScan.next(); 

      lat2 = lat2.substring(0,lat2.length()-1); 
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      stringScan.nextLine(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      stringScan.next(); 

      lng2 = stringScan.next(); 

  } 

     } 

     return list; 

 } catch (java.util.NoSuchElementException e) { 

     return null; 

 } 

    } 

    /*Samples the altitudes between two locations using google. Number of  

      samples is based on the time given */ 

    public static ArrayList<Double> getSampledAltitudes(String lat1, String lng1, String lat2, String lng2, 

double time) { 

 String baseURL = "http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/elevation/json?path=";  

 String locations = lat1 + "," + lng1 + "|" + lat2 + "," + lng2; 

 //sample once every 2 minutes, and minimum of 2 samples per leg 

 int numSamples = (int)(time*30); 

 if(numSamples < 2) { 

     numSamples = 2; 

 } 

 //avoid surpassing the google API limit 

 else if(numSamples >200) { 

     numSamples = 200; 

 } 

 String samples = "&samples="+ numSamples; 

 String endOfURL = "&sensor=false"; 

 try { 

 URL myURL= new URL(baseURL + locations + samples + endOfURL); 

 InputStream streamBuffer = myURL.openStream(); 

 return convertStreamToAltitudeList(streamBuffer); 

 } catch (Exception e) { 

     System.out.println("Some sort of problem"); 

     return null; 

 } 

    } 

    /*formats the google output of JSON into a list of the altitudes.*/ 

    public static ArrayList<Double> convertStreamToAltitudeList(java.io.InputStream is) { 

 try { 

     String streamAsString = new Scanner(is).useDelimiter("\\A").next(); 

     //check the stream size to make sure Google didn't break. 

     //System.out.println("Stream size is " + streamAsString.length());      

     String temp; 

     Scanner stringScan = new Scanner(streamAsString); 

     ArrayList<Double> list = new ArrayList<Double>(); 

     while(stringScan.hasNext()) { 

  if(stringScan.next().equals("\"elevation\"")) { 

      //get rid of the colon 

      stringScan.next(); 

      temp = stringScan.next(); 
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      //remove the comma and add it to the list 

      list.add(new Double(temp.substring(0,temp.length()-1))); 

  } 

     } 

     return list; 

 } catch (java.util.NoSuchElementException e) { 

     return null; 

 } 

    } 

 



 

 

 


